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A METHOD FOR EVALUATING R & D PROPOSALS 
IN LARGE RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS 

Oleg I. Larichev 

I. PROBLF,M DEFINITION 

Among various problems of R & D planning there is one most often 

faced (Zuev et al. 1979, Larichev et al. 1979), notably: 

there are individuals or organizations submitting proposals on R 

& D. These are potential executants or clients, interested in R & 

D results; 

there is a decision maker (DM) responsible for choosing the best 

R & D alternatives. 

In t h s  paper, a DM is understood to be the head of a planning office 

or the Chief Executive Officer of an organization. I t  is assumed that the 

DM follows a certain policy in chooslng among the R & D proposals real- 

ized through a set of hrs criteria. 



The specific characteristic of the problem is that the decision rules 

have to be developed before any of the R & D proposal i.s submitted, so 

that the DM is able to assess the proposals as they reach him. For, as the 

last proposals are furnished, the choice must actually be completed. The 

latter consideration provides the DM no opportunity for employing the 

characteristics of the submitted proposals in the formulation of the R & D 

plan. He must fix the concepts of his policy before the proposals start  

arriving and merely adjust it soon after. Another feature of the problem 

considered here is the absence of rigid limits on resources necessary for 

conducting the R & D. That is, the problem is not consistent with the gen- 

eral problem of portfolio optimization (e.g., Francis and Archer 1971). 

The idea is that the authors of proposals are in a position to secure the 

required resources in the case where the DM approves their R & D propo- 

sals (e.g.,  through state budget organizations). The rejection of a propo- 

sal forces its authors to formulate new approaches. 

The DM'S principal task is to make a choice of a set of the best alter- 

natives to be integrated into the R & D plan. His second task is to com- 

pare both the accepted and rejected proposals in order to define the  

merits of the proposal developers. Hence, the DM is interested in forming 

a certain ranking of the R & D alternatives with respect to their utility. In 

the case study described in t h s  paper, the problem featuring the charac- 

teristics listed above was approached both from the standpoint of a large 

interdisciplinary research institute and from the point of view of a plan- 

ning office heading a number of research institutes. 



The problem, as presented, was generated by the desire of execu- 

tives (director of an institute; head of a planning office) to exert a 

stronger influence on the process of selecting the best l? & D proposals. 

As a rule, the process involved the following steps 

The authors formulated the proposals so that to emphasize their 

merits. Inasmuch as the proposals were quite different from one another 

and multidisciplinary in nature, they were too complex for the DM to 

evaluate them directly. Consequently, to evaluate the alternatives he had 

to resort to  experts' assistance. The latter,  however, were not require2 to 

make a general evaluation of the proposals but had to answer explicit 

questions reflecting some or other aspects of the DM'S scientific policy. 

Besides, a need arose t o  develop a decision rule integrating the scientific 

policy and the experts' judgements. The resulting method was supposed 

to be utilized by the DM. 

The problem under study constituted a choice of the best R & D 

alternatives to be included in the 3-5 year plan (one decision). Elabora- 

tion of the plan involved contributions from the authors of proposals, the 

DM, and decision consultants. The information concerning the set  of cri- 

teria (see below) was available to everybody. The decision rule was 

developed by the consultants and the DM for the latter 's use. 

The DM expected the consultants to submit explicit verifiable recorn- 

mendations consistent with his policy. Ths placed specific constraints on 

the decision rule elaboration technique. The traditional process for for- 

mulating the R & D plan can be presented in the way shown in Flgure 1. 



f igure  1 .  The traditional process of R & D plan formulation 

Participants Authors of Decision Experts 
proposals maker 

Stage conten ts  

Stage 1: R&D proposals 
formulation X 

Stage 2: Proposal 
evaluation 

Stage 3: Decision 
making X 

The new plan formulation procedure differed from the old one in that 

the second and t h r d  stages were changed: the experts would now receive 

a special questionnaire and the DM would take decisions on the basis of 

the formulated decision rule. 

The t h r d  stage was also contributed by consultants. Hence, as far as 

the authors of proposals are concerned, the old and new procedures do 

not drffer. It is the DM who is most affected by the new procedure as it 

qualitatively changes the entire style of h s  work. 

In practice, the number of proposals ranged from several hundreds 

to several thousands. The number of criteria used in the evaluation of 

proposals generally did not exceed 10 and most often amounted to five to 

seven. 

Special emphasis must be given to the nature of these criteria. 

Choice among R & D alternatives at  t h s  level of decision making is consid- 

erably affected by factors which are hardly formalized such as: scale of R 

& D, kind of scientific backup, versatility of expected results, skill of 

potential researchers and developers, etc. In a word, the criteria are 



qualitative in nature. 

The R & D alternatives which were subjected to evaluation largely 

represented applied research, i.e., they were oriented towards the solu- 

tion of specific problems. 

11. A METHOD FOR R & D CHOICE SITUATION DESCRTPTION 

The technique developed in this case is distinguished by a specific 

way of describing the R & D choice situation, and a special way of obtain- 

ing a general estimate of R & D proposals through a techtuque involving 

multiple criteria evaluation. 

The description of the R & D choice problem should be articulated in 

a language that would allow the structuring of man.y real-life problems. 

This means developing qualitative criteria scales with verbal (as opposed 

to numerical) estimates of grades of quality on these scales. Figure 2 

gives example of a feasible scale of evaluation of this type, expressing 

complex criteria. 

The distinguishing features of such an approach to describing the 

decision situation are as follows: 

It can help introduce complex qualitative notions into considera- 

tion and, in so doing, obtain a complete description of all the 

factors relating to the real-life situation being considered. 

The formulations can take account, of the uncertainty arising 

from incomplete knowledge of implications of the decision a t  the 

time of decision mahng.  The formulations are rather flexible to 

emphasize the risk involved in choosing some criteria es tmates .  



f i g u r e  2. Example of a qualitative scale using verbal estimates of grades 
of quality. 

"Availability of research backup for the  R & D exemptions" 

'u 1. The executant has completed a major portion of the given R & D. 
The remaining part cf research poses no problems. 

2. The R & D activities face a number of problems. There are some 
ideas concerning their solution and defined lines of research. 

3 .  The R & D project depends on the solution of a number of diffi- 
cult problems. There are no ideas concerning their solution. 

The estimate formulations can easily acquire a predictive conno- 

tation. 

The description of the situation in terms of qualitative criteria 

(like that  shown in Figure 2) is a verbal decision model .  The for- 

mulations of estimates of quality reflect those grades of quality 

which the planners take account of in decision making. In fact, 

they represent a language for communication between planners 

and experts, and for obtaining the relevant information. The 

estimate formulations are quite usual for the experts as they 

contain words and expressions typical of that used in the 

environment in whch both the planning authorities and experts 

work. A t  the same time, the formulations allows the experts to  

spot the substantial difference between adjacent quality grades. 

The planners trust the descriptions as they were made on the 

basis of their preferences. 



The method proposed for describing the decision situation helps sig- 

nificantly to increase the reliability of information furnished by the 

experts. The latter tend to be biased to the greatest extent when they 

are offered the opportunity of eva l~a t i r~g  the decision alternatives as a 

whole and allowed to determine their strengths and weaknesses on an a d  

h o c  basis. In the case where the set of criteria and estimate formulations 

are made available a t  the start,  the expert has to consider the appraised 

objects (i.e., proposals) from the point of view of the p l a n n e r ' s  prefer- 

ences. In evaluating a proposal on each criterion, the expert selects one 

out of several submitted formulations on the criterion as appropriate in 

characterizing the proposal. Should he be biased, and would like to 

"correct" the actual R & D estimate, h s  assessments on individual cri- 

teria are easy to verify, And for the expert himself this raises the danger 

of being considered "professionally incompetent." 

It is worth noting that the set of criteria was defined on the basis of 

decision maker's desire to emphasize those qualities substantial for a 

comprehensive evaluation of R & D. The verbal formulation of estimates 

of quality grade on each of the criteria were developed with the DM's 

assistance. Their quantity was determined by the DM's intention to  single 

out certain distinct quality levels to be subject to measurement. Each 

formulation was thoroughly reviewed in a session with a group of potential 

experts. 

All incoming proposals were divided into groups clustered by subject 

matter.  Experts were nominated to evaluate the proposals by multiple 

criteria. First, each alternative was evaluated by one expert and then hls 

estimates were verified by some other more competent expert. The 



complete se t  of criteria employed in various cases where the method was 

applied is presented in Zuev e t  al. (1979) and Larichev e t  al. (19793. 

I n .  A METHOD FOR DECISION RULE FOXMULATION 

The description of a decision situation in a DM's usual language con- 

siderably increases h s  t rus t  in the outcome of the analysis. To maintain 

the  t rus t ,  it is necessary to  use this language throughout the decision 

rule formulation. 

The R & D general utility model can  be t reated as a rule according t o  

which every combination of criteria estimates is consistent with a certain 

class of quality ( the  decision rule). 

On the  basis of research on human behavior in choosing among com- 

plex alternatives, we can  formulate certain requirements for the  pro- 

cedures for eliciting the DM's preferences.  First of all, these procedures 

must  provide for verification of the DM's preferences for stability and 

consistency. They must  involve primarily questions where the  probability 

of obtaining reliable information is the  greatest .  The method of eliciting 

the  DM's preferences may consist of formulating hypotheses concerning 

the  possibi1i.t~ of obtaining some da ta  or  other  from a person, and of the  

verification of these  hypotheses. 

Each combination of estimates on criteria is a n  image of a cer tain 

alternative for t h e  DM. The two most  bright, "contrasting" images 

correspond t o  the combinations of the  best and the worst estimates by all 

criteria (let us call t hem reference situations). 



A hypothesis was put forward that under 7-8 criteria with 2-6 esti- 

mates (quality grades) on each of the criteria scales, the decision maker 

can sequentially and. consistently determine the utility superiority of 

alternatives differing in their estimates on two of the criteria, while on all 

other criteria the estimates of these alternatives are similar and belong 

to the reference situation. 7 2 ~ s  hypothesis was based on the assumption 

that the DM treats the images created by the best and the worst esti- 

mates on criteria as something whole in comparing the two alternatives, 

every one of which receives one best (or worst) estimate and another - 

arbitrary estimate on the two remaining criteria. 

We shall illustrate with an example what information is required in 

this case from. the DM. 

Let the estimates of an alternative be first set a t  the best on all (N) 

cri.teria, but on two criteria, A and B, they can change. Th.e transition 

from the best to the next estimate on each of these criterion is related to 

quality deterioration. Let us put the following question to DM: 

Let the alternative have the estimates Al and B1 on criteria A 
and B, respectively, and the highest estimate on all other (N-2) 
criteria. Let us consider two cases: (a) quality deterioration 
has occurred by criterion A, corresponding to transition from 
estimate Al to AZ; (b) quality deterioration has occurred by cri- 
terion B, corresponding to transition from estimate B1 to Bz. 
Whlch of the two cases corresponds to the greatest quality 
deterioration? 

When answering this question the DM compares the deteriorations of qual- 

ity xl and y1 (Figure 3). The result of the comparison can be represented 

by a graph arc directed from the best estimate to the worst one (in Fi.g- 

ure 3, yl  < x,). 



Figure 3. Comparison of deteriorations of quality on criteria, A and B 

Then comparison is made of deterioration of qualities xl and y3 (a  set 

of two successive deteriorations of qualities yl + yz), etc. On the basis of 

DM's answers one can build a unified scale of criteria A and B, shown in 

Figure 4. Similarly, any enquiry can be made of the DM, using the other 

reference point (the worst estimates on (N-2) criteria). The DM's possible 

responses in each enquiry are of th.e form "more," "less," "approximately 

equal." 

It is necessary to make 0.5 (N-1) comparisons of criteria pairs. This 

leads to a closed procedure implying tests for consistency. The results of 

each comparison provide a basis for building a unified scale comprising 

the two criteria. Obviously, with N 2 2 the information required for con- 

struction of a unified scale is at  least duplicated (e.g., with N = 3 the scale 



f igure 4.  Construction of a unified scale of criteria A and B correspond- 
ing to the comparisons shown in Figure 1. 

of criteria A and B can in a number of cases be built both directly and on 

the basis of comparing criteria A and C ,  and criteria B and C) and. the 

amount of abundant information is growing with the growth of N. Hence, 

building a unified scale of estimates from N criteria makes it possible to 

test the DM'S preferences for consistency and transitivity. 

I t  is worth noting that the greater the number of criteria, the more 

difficult it is for the DM to take account of the reference situation. The 

method for preference elicitation provides for the simultaneous increase 

in the amount of abundant information employed for testing the DM'S 

preferences. 

The closed procedure for preference elicitation and construction of a 

unified scale of criteria estimates described above was tested on a 



number of model situations, and in practice, with the DM operating with 

four crlteria (three times), with six criteria (twice), and with seven cri- 

teria (twice). The data received from the DM was almost always con- 

sistent. Thus, when interrogating three decision makers concerning four 

criteria with three to five estimates on each of the criterion scales, there 

was not a single violation of transiti~lty. When questioning on six to seven 

criteria with three to six estimates on each of the scales, there were one 

to three inconsistent answers out of 50-70. A second questioning of the 

DM allowed him to remove any inconsistencies (the time taken to question 

the DM did not exceed one hour). It can be assumed that with three to 

four estimates on each of the criteria scales a small number of incon- 

sistencies will remain on the level of N = 10. 

A t  the same time, there were substantially different strategies of 

comparison (different unified scales) in various reference situations. 

Hence, the reference situation directly affected the DM'S strategy. A 

small number of contra&ctious indicated that the DM can consistently 

and reliably express his strategy near the reference situations. 

The experiments described above also tested a hypothesis that the 

DM can reliably compare magnitudes of quality deterioration along 

separate criteria scales near the reference situations. In the course of 

comparisons, the DM is asked the questions like the following: 

Let there be best estimates on ( N  - 1) criteria. Whch out of the 
two quality deteriorations (a) transition from estimate Al to 
estimate A2; (b) transition from estimate Az to AS is the 
greatest? 



The DM's answers can look like "more," "less," "approximate!y equai." The 

responses to questions of this type have always been consistent, though 

this could well be expected, given a small number of estimates on criteria 

scales. It should be noted that in some cases the comparison results 

varied in different reference situations, i.e., the DM's strategies were 

complex. 

The existence of reliable and tested information near the reference 

situations allowed to build two unified scales of estimates near the 

respective reference situations. 

Further on, t h s  information was employed for checking the prefer- 

ence indcpendence between criteria. In the case of criteria dependence, 

this must first of all manifest itself in different comparisons near the 

reference situations. Indeed, criteria dependence implies that the qual- 

ity deterioration along the criterion scale depends on the reference situa- 

tion. Under the ordinal criteria, the dependence emerged due to the 

"bright," "absorbing" estimates characterizing some reference situation 

or other (emergence of new quality). 

Testing for independence implies comparisons between one and the 

same pair of criteria, made near different reference situations. 

Testing for indepeildence is conveniently carried out with a table like 

that  furnished for criteria A and B in Figure 5. All comparisons on the 

scales of criteria A and B (Figure 3) and the two scale estimate comparis- 

ons conducted near the reference situations are entered in the table. 



Figure 5. Comparisons of the scales of criteria A and B (z ,, z2, 23, IJ y2, 
and y are defined in Figure 1). 

In a case where the comparisons are contradictory, some square of 

the table in Figure 5 will contain conflicting data. 

Should the information received from the DM near different refer- 

ence situations be consistent, then it is inferred that criteria A and R are 

independent (this does not rule out the possibility of dependence for the 

other pairs of criteria). If the test revealed the criteria dependence, then 

the relevant pairs of criteria are immediately identified. The cause of 

dependence is easily determined: these are the estimates on some cri- 

teria near one of the reference situations which result in a "new quality." 

We can neglect these estimates, i.e., pass to the adjacent (higher or 

lower) estimates on the criteria scale and thus formulate a new reference 

situation. 



I f ,  for example, we managed to derive that concerning four criteria 

(A,  B, C,  D) the comparisons of quality deterioration for the two criteria A 

and B are conflicting -with CIDl  and C3D3 (here these are three estimates 

on each criterion scale) and that  dependence emerges due to the esti- 

mate Cg, then a new reference situation A3B3C2D3 is formed wherein the 

DM'S. preferences are derived by the method described above. Conse- 

quently, we test the consistency of information received from the DM by 

the new (third) reference situation and by the situation A I B I C I D 1 .  The 

tests are  performed with a view to establishng the independence sub- 

space in the multidimensional space of criteria estimate combinations. 

The comparisons of quality deterioration in the independence subspace 

do not depend on the reference situations, i .e. ,  remain unchanged with 

any reference situation. 

The transition from the DM'S information to the decision rule is car- 

ried out in the following manner. 

Two combinations of estimates L and Lz can, in conformity with the 

decision maker's preferences, be in one of the following relations: 

Ll - L~ (combination L1 is preferable); 

Ll - L~ (combinations are equivalent) ; 

LI - Lz (combinations are non-comparable) 

Let us define the binary relation for any pair of estimate combina- 

tions in the following way: 

1. If all the  estimates relate to criteria independence subspace: 



(a) Ll-+L2, rf the aggregate information obtained from the DM 

in the form of tables, similar to the one in Figure 3, allows 

us to find no smaller quality deteriorations of L2 for each of 

the quality deteriorations of respective L1 and, at  least for 

one - a larger deterioration. (Ll-L2, if all quality 

deteriorations are equal pairwise). 

(b) L1 - L2 in all cases when the previously mentioned 

correspondence between the quality deteriorations cannot 

be spotted. 

2.  In cases when the estimates relate to subspace wherein a part of 

criteria. are dependent. 

(a) L,--+L2: 

- if t h s  results from a direct comparison near one of the 

reference situations; 

- if, on dependent criteria, estimates L1 dominate esti- 

mates L2, (i .e. ,  not worse on all criteria, and better a t  

least on one criterion), and on all other quality 

deterioration criteria L2 (in conformity with the DM'S 

information) are not inferior to quality deteriorations 

L l .  

(b) Ll-L2 if all quality deteriorations are equal pairwise. 

(c) L1 - L2 -in all other cases. 

Transition from a binary relation to a quasi-order on the combina- 

tions of criteria estimates is carried out as follows. 



Let us single out, on the basis of the binary relation mentioned 

above, all undominated estimate combinations and refer to them as the 

first nucleus. Then form the second nucleus out cf the remaining combi- 

nations, and so on. Each of the estimate combinations is ranked "i" in the 

case that it is dominated by a combination ranked (i - 1) and itself dom- 

inates the combination ranked (i  + 1). If a combination is dominated by 

some other combination from Kth nucleus, and itself dominates a combi- 

nation from the ( K  + P) nucleus, then its rank is "fuzzy" within the range 

from (K + 1) to  ( K  + P - 1). 

An example of a possible quasi-order for 20 alternatives is shown in 

Figure 6. 

It was proved that the quasi-order obtained with the given method is 

acyclic . 

The nuclei and alternative ranks thus obtained can be directly 

employed by the DM.with a view to defirung the best, worst. medium and 

intermediate quality groups of alternatives. It should be noted that a t  all 

stages of decision rule elaboration the DM'S data were used undstorted. 

Q u r e  6. A possible quasi-order for 20 alternatives. 



The algorithm of obtaining information from the DM and construction 

of a unified scale is realized through an interactive procedure on a PDP- 

1 i /70 computer. 

IV. EVALUATION OF THE METHOD'S APPLICATION 

A positive factor of the method's application was the trust shown in 

the results on the part of the DM. Indeed, all the resulting estimates were 

directly based on the DM'S verbal information without any transformation 

thereof. It was possible to define the relative position of any pair of alter- 

natives directly on the basis of data obtained from DMs near the refer- 

ence situations. 

Thus, judging by the reliability criteria of the decision makers' infor- 

mation and the trust towards it, the method ranked h g h  in practice. 

Besides, in one of practical cases the method was evaluated by a third cri- 

terion: the forecasting ability of proposal evaluation for R & D. The 

recommendations obtained for a group of 700 proposals with the help of 

the method were, for a number of reasons, not implemented. Retrospec- 

tive examination of the actual results of the R & D proposals which were 

subsequently chosen revealed the correctness of estimates, obtained with 

this method, for 80% of R & D. 

The method had several successful applications where the estimates 

obtained with its help were actually employed in decision making. Natur- 

ally, the criteria, decision rules and number of alternatives changed 

between applications. 



V. ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEMS AND DEClSION METEODS 

It is very important, in regard to the applicability of any particular 

decision method, that the planners be ready to apply them. Of course, a 

more reliable and methodologically validated technique has a greater 

chance of successful application. The point, however, is not only in the 

merits or shortcomings of a procedure or a method. 

First of all, the new methods and procedures must be adapted to the 

existing organizational structures and to the traditional ways of gathering 

and considering the proposals. Penetrating such systems, the method 

changes their essence, sharply increasing the rationality and centraliza- 

tion of decision making. At the same time, there is no need for drastic 

changes of such systems, whch are rather difficult for planning agencies. 

The problem of applying the new method and procedures is also of a 

psychological nature. DMs tend to share a number of old-fashioned views 

hampering the improvements in the traditional forms of work. One of 

them is a consideration implying that a great number of R & D themes 

(up to several thousands) can well be directly analyzed. I t  is clear that  

with complex and different R & D proposals such notions are f a r  from 

realistic. Another notion is that a choice can be avoided either through a 

proportional allocation of resources to all the options, or by securing 

additional resources. Experience shows that this unrealistic assumption 

can result in dissipation of resources. The third notion holds that the 

application of the new methods and procedures must lead to a reduced 

DM'S influence on decision making. Quite the reverse thing occurs with 

adequate methods. I t  should be stressed once again that,  on the basis of 

some estimates or other, the final decision is always taken by the 



decision maker with due account of the existing constraints. 

The complex problems characterizing R & G planning do not tolerate 

either an approach with is too simple or extreme formalization. The 

practical utility of a method consists of its assistance to planners. Only 

then with the new methods become a useful tool for improving the exist- 

ing systems of long-range re search planning. 
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